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Sermon for Trinity    Easter 5, 2022 

“And I remembered the word of the Lord, how he had said, `John baptized with 

water, but you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.' If then God gave [the 

Gentiles] the same gift that he gave us when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, 

who was I that I could hinder God?" When [the Jerusalem church] heard this, they 

were silenced. And they praised God, saying, "Then God has given even to the 

Gentiles the repentance that leads to life.” 

 The New Testament is full of stories  of change; people change, whole 

churches change, even whole villages.  Sometimes the change overwhelms people, 

sometimes it’s welcome.  Sometimes people are transformed into something new, 

and other changes simply improve what’s already there.  This morning’s story 

from Acts is memorable because it tells of how the Gentiles are abruptly 

welcomed into the young Jewish Christian Community, transforming for ever the 

identity of the first church.  The identity of the first church was, to the minds of the 

members, Jewish; after all, wasn’t Jesus Jewish? But contrary to the first church’s 

convictions, Peter, foremost among the disciples, suddenly welcomes Gentiles into 

the church.  The church wants to know, what Peter is up to? A few of the first 

Christians understand, but most didn’t.  There it is, a first-century church that 

doesn’t really want to change and in fact, resists it. 

 Resistance to change in not confined to the church; I also have terrific 

resistance to change within my own home.  Katy and I have two dogs, one a 

Boston Terror and the other a Golden Retriever.  The Boston is what you might 

imagine a Boston to be—fierce and fun loving, ready to rumble at the drop of a 

ball.  Anything goes and often does.  Gus, the Golden, on the other hand dislikes 

change.  No, let me restate that—he hates change in all its forms.  If you bring new 

tools like a ladder or vacuum into the house, he’s against it.  If we buy him a new 

food bowl because the old one is cracked he resists the change until hunger 

overcomes resistance.  And you can only imagine his resistance to a new bed—

Katy has to use all sorts of cunning trickery to get him into that bed—and still it 

can take two weeks!  If a dog can be analogous for a person or even a church, then 

the first Jerusalem church has a whole lot in common with Gus—uh, uh, nope, not 

a chance, take that away, ain’t going change.   

 I’m not taking that resistance lightly.  Jewish rituals grew with the Jewish 

people over the centuries in order to preserve the integrity of the community and to 

establish a strong Jewish identity. The laws they observed among themselves 

helped preserve them from the cultural threats from without. So it is, when Peter 

tells the first church that the Spirit has welcomed the Gentiles, the Jewish Christian 

church is resistant.  Peter’s change is not the only change the first church faces—

while all this is going on, the entire Jerusalem community is experiencing terrible 

upheaval.  In a decade or two after this morning’s story, a war of resistance will 

break out against the Romans. The Romans will implacably grind the Jews and 

Jerusalem under their heels.  The war was bloody beyond even our wars.  You can 
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imagine then how unacceptable change was  when held up to the backdrop of 

horrific persecution. 

 The occasion for today’s change comes through Peter, the one who’s been 

at loggerheads with Paul over missionary methods.  (As an aside, if anyone ever 

tells you how wonderful the first century church used to be, bear this story in 

mind.) The first church knew how difficult Peter could be—Jesus didn’t name him 

“petros,” meaning Rocky, for nothing.  So when Peter explains what needs to 

happen, carefully,  “step by step” in the book of Acts, the members of the first 

church may be troubled but they do listen.   

 The change that Peter summons must have seemed terribly abrupt.  The 

first church had been seesawing back and forth over how to observe various 

traditions.  Their reason for internal  differences were not so very different from 

our own time in one very important sense—a fierce loyalty to tradition.   

 Ah, tradition—they ought to write a song about it.  The problem with 

tradition is that its remembered importance doesn’t alway fit with history.  The 

argument that “but we’ve always done it that way” often doesn’t hold up to the 

lens of scrutiny.  No, actually, we haven’t always done it that way. We love 

candles on the altar, don’t we? And yet, a century ago a priest could be fired for 

using them.   

 We tend to ascribe a rosy hue to traditions when they can sometimes be 

more of a hindrance than a help.  Am I being sacrilegious?  I don’t believe so.  I 

like traditions and value them; like many of you I appreciate the change of 

seasonal colors, vestments and especially candles but they are traditions, not 

essentials of the faith.  The essentials are the gifts of Christ, the Lord’s Prayer, 

Baptism and the Eucharist, gifts far more  valuable than the traditions we treasure.  

These Christ-given gifts are the rocks on which our faith are built.  Red carpets, 

pews, flowers and candles can be lovely traditions but they are no substitute.  

When Peter tells God that he can’t eat what God has told him to eat, Peter resists 

because he is holding on to a tradition that for a time strengthened the Jewish 

community. But those traditions excluded the Gentiles thirsting for God.  So when 

Peter says “yes Lord” after being offered the food three times!, he’s abandoning a 

tradition but embracing an essential—the Gospel is for everyone and every living 

thing.    

 I think it’s more than notable that God had to tell Peter  to eat three times 

before Peter would reluctantly agree to eat.  I don’t know, but I would think most 

people who upon hearing the voice of God, might embrace change.  Not Peter.  

Still, a patient God gets through to Peter and, accepting that the Spirit is at work, 

Peter welcomes the stranger Gentiles at the door.  Tradition may be against Peter 

welcoming the Gentiles but God in the Spirit encourages both Peter and the 

Gentiles.  
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 I don’t think that I can overstate how important this morning’s change was.  

If Peter had not finally been moved by God and the Holy Spirit, the first church 

might well have been destroyed by the Romans. What kind of tradition would we 

have then?  Instead, Peter took the leap and embraced the gift of the Spirit.  Good 

news for us and our traditions—God was and will work salvation in us, no matter 

who we are; whatever color, creed, or nationality, God will welcome us home.  

Amen.   

 

The Rev. Jeff Bullock 


